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Steps to pushing students to create original works of art.

1. Start by reviewing past students work- Artsonia is helpful for keeping a record of the students work throughout the years.
2. Teach students to look for common strands like: color, motif, textures, layout, etc.
3. Artist completes an Artist Proposal with the design of the project. This includes research, sketches, concept development, and mock-ups.
4. Peers in the class listen to the Artist Proposal and offers Artistic Challenges for the artist to propel the project to a new level.
5. Peers ask questions about the design related to the media choice, size of the composition, inspiration, etc. Pushing the artist to be original.
6. Art Quest is created by the suggestions during the studio presentation to peers in the studio.

How to set up the studio for a successful “Shark Tank Experience”.

1. Scaffold the learning by utilizing a student learning management platform. Examples: TESBlendspace, Schoology, Teacher designed website, Google Drive Files, and or a Teacher Blog. I use Haiku a paid platform for supporting my exemplars and Google forms. My student use Sway for documenting the individual project research and process.

2. Curate information for students to quickly build and create a Project Proposal. I created an Artist Proposal with Google Forms.

Sway.com: Microsoft Sway digital storytelling app. Sway, which is part of Microsoft Office, is in many ways an alternative to PowerPoint. Sway presentations are backed up to the cloud, and can be easily shared or embedded in websites. There is a smartphone app. and iPad app.
Presentations can be recorded using **Screencastify**- an extension for Google Chrome.  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfucb1gy8VA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfucb1gy8VA)

**Helpful resources to help guide students for original works of art:**

- YouTube Links focused on Finding Your Voice- What's Your Story?- [Brian Reverman](https://vimeo.com/14912890)
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfU8f96ggTE
- Everything is a Remix  [https://vimeo.com/14912890](https://vimeo.com/14912890)
- Everything is a Remix Remastered  [https://vimeo.com/139094998](https://vimeo.com/139094998)

**Contact Information:**

- Twitter- @joycschultz
- Instagram: Schultz_Life
- Blog: Art Around  [https://schultzjoy.wordpress.com](https://schultzjoy.wordpress.com)